Parent Collaborative Network Agenda
Tuesday, March 8, 2018
Members Present: Kelli Flowers, Sarah Raper, Angela Carson, Keri Wray,
Lori Roy
Visitors: none
Next Meeting Date: Friday, April 13th 8:15am
Location: CFCI Museum Room
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Dates to note:
Inquiry Night- Bird Festival- May 10th! Join us!!!
Field Day- May 17th
Volunteer Breakfast (date coming soon)
DISCUSSION:
Calendar
Discussion

25 minutes

Assembly for
Peace

10 minutes

Shared a traditional and modified calendar
with PCN members for feedback. PCN
members liked the idea of extended breaks
with the modified calendar and shortening the
summer a bit. Discussed various pros and
cons including working to figure out childcare.
Also discussed timing, later calendar for a
variety of reasons this year. The committee
did not anticipate seeking feedback on a
version that was different than typical
calendar, but draft was reviewed and loved by
faculty and staff for a variety of reasons, so
the calendar committee felt it important to
start the conversation. PCN members in
attendance were also in favor.
Discussed the simplicity of the ceremony.
Removing moment of silence, the 7th grade
students and a volunteer parent group are
leading it, all has been previewed. Walking out
to music, each class will share a commitment
to peace and kindness, a parent will share a
poem about HOPE, we will close by linking
arms and listening to We Are The World.
Committee discussed appropriateness for all
age groups, but appreciate the opportunity for
parents to opt out given the timing of current
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tragic events.

Safety Update

10 minutes

Discussion over doorstops/barriers. Parent
doing some research for us.
K-3 fence replacement- new install, grading,
etc. taking place over spring break, yay!
Discussed feedback and observation over the
small section of fence where three cars park
near the building. Some parents really want
to see that fenced in. Biggest concern raised
recently after observing Fire Drill evacuations
and attending safety meetings to discuss
further is that we would be prohibiting our
students from a fast evacuation as that area
is so congested. Committee said they felt
that makes a lot of sense and would be a good
perspective to share.
Eagle project for picket fence on the side of
K-3 area will take place in April following K-3
fence install!

General Updates
from members

20 minutes

Partnership is seeking new box tops chair!
Sarah is going to continue summarizing minutes
for us (thank you Sarah!) and Lori will include
in newsletter.

